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How to Switch to Epic EHR with Minimal 
Disruption to Filing and Indexing 
Medical Records
EHRs APPROACH INDEXING DIFFERENTLY,  
AND IT MATTERS

The way an EHR approaches indexing is a topic that you can’t put aside until your go-
live date. If you do, it will drastically hamper your fax and scan workflow. Ignoring this 
workflow leads to a backlog of patient health records, which ultimately affects your 
providers’ ability to give quality patient care.

Unfortunately, in many EHRs, e-fax, scan, and filing is an overlooked workflow. 
Organizations who switch to Epic are the most prone to experiencing a backlog due to 
some key differences in the way Epic handles document filing and indexing.

You can avoid this problem with strategic planning. That way, your go-live date can 
happen without slowing down your health information management team or affecting 
provider access to patient health information.

In this guide, you will learn:

Five key differences in how Epic EHR handles incoming patient documents 
versus other major EHR vendors;

How those differences will hamper your filing and indexing speed if they are 
not addressed before your go-live date;

Examples of large organizations who successfully switched to Epic EHR while 
improving their indexing workflows.

Step-by-step solutions to prepare your HIM team for a seamless transition;

Tools and services to improve filing and indexing speed and accuracy;
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Changing EHRs can put your medical records indexing 
speed and accuracy at risk
Changing EHRs is a type of disruption that can affect your providers’ ability to provide 
timely patient care. Ideally, you want to limit and control these disruptions so that 
changing EHRs can be as “simple” as flipping a switch to move from one EHR to the next.

But it’s inevitable that some disruptions happen with such a major change, which 
intensifies the risk of falling behind or inaccurately indexing data. And a transition to a 
different EHR is perhaps the biggest change with the most far-reaching consequences a 
health organization will face.

That’s because:

Changing EHRs means updating document types and re-defining 
input fields.Your team must be equipped to strategically define and file 
documents in a new way, and that training is rarely provided in detail during 
most EHR implementations. 

It takes HIM staff up to 25% longer to process a single document in Epic 
than in other EHRs. That’s enough for a provider organization with 200 
providers to keep at least four more people busy all day, every day, when they 
switch to using Epic. 

E-fax and scan workflows are already prone to backlog. The complexity of 
learning a new EHR system can set your indexing team back even further.
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When clinics take longer than one or two days to scan and index patient health records, 
patients’ health is put at risk.

 Đ Clinicians are forced to evaluate patients and make decisions from incomplete data. 

 Đ Patients have to wait days longer than necessary to receive important test results, 
unnecessarily increasing their anxiety. 

 Đ Administrative staff are overburdened by incoming documents, fragmented 
workflows, and repetitive data entry. 

 Đ Physicians get caught in the cross-hairs of document processing, especially at 
smaller clinics that shoulder the burden of record indexing.

Patient health information must remain accessible and accurate at all times so providers 
can give the best care, without interruption.

Fast and accurate medical records scanning and indexing is an essential step in the 
process of providing quality care. But even with a known and familiar EHR, keeping 
up with fax and scan document management and accurately indexing data to patient 
records is already a challenge. Learning new software and developing new workflows 
exacerbates the problem.

The following are ways Epic differs from other EHR vendors, all of which will affect your 
e-fax, filing and indexing workflow.
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Epic Difference #1: Indexing is not included.
Organizations moving from Athena to Epic EHR may have the biggest surprise of all, 
because Athena includes indexing in their software fees. Epic does not. Organizations 
who switch from Athena to Epic will need to hire or allocate additional HIM staff to 
complete the filing and indexing processes, or outsource to a service such as DISC’s 
SmartFiler.

Epic Difference #2: Documents related to orders and 
encounters must be matched to open orders and 
encounters at the time of indexing.
In NextGen and Allscripts, it is optional to match incoming documents with their open 
orders while indexing, not a requirement.

In Epic, however, an order-level document (i.e., lab result) must be matched to the 
physician’s order and the patient encounter while indexing. To do this, the HIM staff must 
open the patient record within the EMR, confirm the order for the lab, and create a link 
between the order and the lab result.

HIM staff who are not accustomed to taking this extra step will find that each open 
order takes them longer to process than before. This additional requirement within Epic 
typically generates an extra 15-20% more mouse clicks per document.

While that may not sound like a lot of extra clicks or tasks to do, the time spent 
connecting every document with the correct order and encounter quickly multiplies.  
Your staff will not be able to properly index as many records as before, resulting in a 
backlog of documentation that looms larger every day.
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Epic Difference #3: Epic does not have its own internal 
document management system.
In Allscripts, NextGen, and others, the document management system is built-in. But 
users of Epic almost always purchase an add-on, such as Hyland’s OnBaseTM, to bring the 
documents into Epic. While OnBaseTM is a robust solution, it is a second app that HIM staff 
will need to learn, open, and use when completing the indexing process.

Opening an additional app is another task that adds more processing time to every 
incoming document. Even an extra 2-3 seconds per document adds up to a significant 
amount of time over the course of a day, when staff are processing hundreds or 
thousands of documents every hour.

Epic Difference #4: Epic document types include an 
open-text field called “description” to further define each 
document.
When indexing a document in any EHR, the HIM staff must choose what type of 
document it is. They are provided with a standard list of 100 to 250 document types, 
usually in a drop-down list: a lab result, x-ray, patient progress report, etc.

In Epic, there are two fields to describe and define a document. The first is the expected, 
standardized, drop-down list of document types. But the second description field is an 
open-text field used to further describe the document.

Let’s say the document is a lab result. In the second field, the HIM staff must clarify what 
kind of lab result it is, for example, a colonoscopy report. Because it is an open-text field, 
any word can be typed in.
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Open-text fields are prone to typos and non-standardized answers, which means the 
data lacks consistency and can become chaotic. Not only can this open-text field create 
inconsistent records, it is another new step for users coming from NextGen, Allscripts and 
others to learn and use.

In other words, more mouse clicks per document, more time spent on each document, 
and more possibility for inaccuracy.

Epic Difference #5: Document type levels
Another significant difference in document types is the way Epic organizes them—into 
levels. The levels are: Order Level, Encounter Level, and Patient Level.

Requirements for what happens to the document differ depending on their level.

 Đ Patient level document types do not require order matching or provider routing. 

 Đ Encounter and order level types will require matching to an open encounter or 
order and will need to be routed to the provider for review.

Your HIM staff will need to know which level the document falls under when they are 
indexing. Like the previous differences, this is another requirement that will slow your 
indexing speed.

Epic Differences + Epic Learning Curves = Slower Indexing Speed

When you add up the time (not to mention learning curve) associated with each Epic 
Difference, you’ll see why it takes staff 25% longer to process a single document in Epic 
than in other EHRs. For every 100 providers, that’s enough to keep several more people 
busy all day, every day.
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Steps to Improve Indexing Speed during EHR Transition
To minimize the disruption to your indexing workflow on day one of using Epic, take 
proactive steps to prepare your team for the transition. You may also consider outsourcing 
all or part of your indexing to a service such as DISC’s SmartFiler. Whether you choose 
to hire more staff, reallocate existing staff, or move your indexing to SmartFiler, take the 
following steps at least 90 days before your go-live date.

Step 1: Define the new document type list

Document types include everything from HIPAA forms, lab reports, insurance forms,  
and more.

If your team has been responsible for indexing, you likely have a document type list 
already. However, this is a good time to evaluate whether it has been sufficient for your 
HIM team or if any changes are needed.

DISC can provide you with a standard list used by healthcare organizations of all sizes.

Step 2: Determine which level each document belongs in

Once you’ve created your document type list, organize it by level: Order Level, Encounter 
Level, and Patient Level.

Develop a standard policy so your staff know which level each document belongs in,  
or collaborate with SmartFiler to create consistent rules for every document.

Step 3: Create policies for document types

Because Epic’s second field for document types allows open text, it’s vitally important 
that your team knows and follows a standard policy for entering this data. Otherwise, that 
significant data point could be missed when a provider or payer searches for information.
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Create a standard list of document descriptions, like you did in step one. While it likely 
won’t be accessible via a dropdown menu, your staff will need to know the appropriate 
description to fill in.

Without a standard policy in place, this second descriptive field will not be useful. 
Mislabeled document types and typos in the descriptive field will not appear in a search, 
potentially leaving providers with insufficient or inaccurate data.

Step 4: Prepare for a 20% increase in manual indexing time per 
document

Epic’s additional EMR requirements take more clicks and time for every page of  
every document.

That’s because it takes:

more time training staff how to use an additional app, such as OnBaseTM, to 
bring the documents into Epic 

more time opening or moving between OnBaseTM and Epic for every 
document 

more time matching documents to open orders and encounters 

more time spent finding and typing the correct document type description

The longer each document takes to process, and the more decisions your staff need  
to make for each document, the greater the risk of falling behind and committing  
simple errors.
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Overcome the Challenges of Manual Indexing with DISC’s 
SmartFiler
Manual indexing presents challenges, even without adding the complication of a  
new EHR:

 Đ create and manage document policies 

 Đ optimize workflow 

 Đ identify sources of inaccuracy 

 Đ hire and train staff to keep up with volume 

 Đ create physical space for your additional HIM hires

To prevent a backlog of indexing, some provider organizations re-allocate IT and clinical 
staff until they catch up, shifting skilled workers to process the additional paperwork. 
However, it’s nearly impossible to catch up when documents get backlogged by 1-2 
weeks or more. Your IT staff, nurses, and medical assistants could be stuck scanning and 
indexing indefinitely.

Fortunately, large organizations and medical groups have discovered a better way to 
handle their medical record indexing: SmartFiler by DISC.

 Đ Instead of falling behind, they catch up and reallocate staff to improve efficiency. 

 Đ Instead of fixing errors, they boast 99.99% accuracy. 

 Đ Instead of being stymied by missing records, physicians have the information they 
need to treat patients.
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DISC’s SmartFiler can eliminate the problem of slow indexing while providing strategic 
guidance on best practices and workflow. DISC will ensure you create and follow 
standardized document type policies and can help you prepare your staff for the 
changeover.

SmartFiler is a technology-enabled service that offers the administrative relief your team 
needs, especially when you’re switching to an EHR that requires more from your staff. 
SmartFiler’s advanced AI technology reads every document and correctly files it within 
Epic in as little as four hours. Assisting SmartFiler’s AI are highly-trained human experts 
who can make sure that each document is indexed correctly.

This is how DISC’s SmartFiler absorbs the Epic 20% increase in document processing 
time, which removes the pressure from your staff to learn a new indexing process. Even 
better—SmartFiler reduces your overall indexing time by up to 95% and ensures an 
accuracy rate of up to 99.99%.

Save Valuable Indexing Time When You Discover the 
SmartFiler Difference
Give your staff the best chance at a smooth, positive EHR transition by taking a proactive 
approach.

At least 90 days before your go-live date:

1. Define your document type list. List everything from HIPPA forms to lab reports. 

2. Create policies for document types. Document and standardize every decision. 

3. Develop a clear policy for the open field option on document types. Create a type 
list and stick to it. 
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4. Train your indexing staff on the 
new system to avoid nasty surprises 
on go-live day 

5. Prepare for a 20% increase 
in manual indexing time per 
document. 

6. Better yet, choose DISC’s 
SmartFiler. SmartFiler removes 
the pressure from your staff and 
improves your indexing speed by 
up to 95%.

When it’s time to make a change that 
could impact the speed and accuracy 
of medical records indexing, choose 
a technology partner who optimizes 
your health information management 
workflows with cutting-edge technology 
and great people.

Wondering if your indexing will suffer 
during the transition? Sign up for a free 
audit and executive report. See how 
much time DISC’s SmartFiler can save 
you!

Multi-specialty medical group improves fax 
and scan workflows while switching from 
NextGen to Epic

When it was time for this Michigan-based, 
multi-specialty medical group to switch EHRs 
from NextGen to Epic, a top priority was 
ensuring patient health information would 
remain accessible and accurate at all times. 
In advance of the switch to Epic, they worked 
closely with DISC to redesign their document 
type list and improved their own internal filing 
capabilities. By relying on SmartFiler, they 
reduced chart management staff by 40%, 
while still processing 14,000 pages per day.

Read our case study to learn how they 
managed the transition.

Integrated Delivery Network maintains 
speedy, accurate document indexing during 
switch from NextGen to Epic 

When this St Louis-based integrated delivery 
network (IDN) decided to make the switch 
from NextGen to Epic, they worked with 
DISC to make the transition as smooth as 
possible. On their go-live date, they achieved 
their ultimate goal: to keep patient health 
information accessible and accurate at all 
times so their providers could give the best 
care, without interruption. This network uses 
SmartFiler to accurately process 7,000 pages 
of medical records per day, generated by 
hundreds of providers from 50 locations.

Read our case study to learn how they 
managed the transition.

https://www.disccorporation.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/DISC-Multi-specialty-Medical-Group-Case-Study.pdf
https://www.disccorporation.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/DISC-Multi-specialty-Medical-Group-Case-Study.pdf
https://www.disccorporation.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/DISC-IDN-NextGen-to-Epic-Switch-Case-DStudy.pdf
https://www.disccorporation.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/DISC-IDN-NextGen-to-Epic-Switch-Case-DStudy.pdf

